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Blood counBlood counttessess
by Lana Popovic
In 1578 Hungary, 16-year-old Anna is
elevated from scullery maid to
chambermaid by the young and
glamorous Countess Elizabeth Báthory,
falling completely under the Countess's
spell until Anna realizes that she is
Countess Bathory's prisoner.

All YAll Your Tour Twistwisted Secred Secreetsts
by Diana Urban
Invited to a school scholarship dinner, a
queen bee, a star athlete, a valedictorian,
a stoner, a misfit and a music geek find
themselves trapped in a room where one
of them must die to save the lives of the
others.

Chain oChain of goldf gold
by Cassandra Clare
A new series by the author of the Dark
Artifices trilogy returns to the world of the
Shadowhunters, where a young warrior
immerses herself in elite supernatural
salons before an outbreak of demon
attacks.

The FThe Field guide tield guide to the No the Northorth
American tAmerican teenagereenager
by Ben Philippe
When Norris, a Black French Canadian,
starts his junior year at an Austin, Texas,
high school, he views his fellow students
as clichés from "a bad 90s teen movie."

SerpenSerpent & Dot & Dovvee
by Shelby Mahurin
Set in a world where witches are burned
at the stake, a young witch is forced into
marriage with a church huntsman, a
situation that is further complicated by
their growing feelings for each other.

Ink in the bloodInk in the blood
by Kim Smejkal
Two members of a highly respected
religion discover that their faith is built on
deceptions that negate individual
freedoms, compelling them to escape
with a traveling theater troupe.

Demon slayDemon slayerer. 1, Cruelty. 1, Cruelty
by Koyoharu Gotoge
After his peaceful life is shattered when a
demon slaughters most of his family and
turns his little sister Nezuko into a demon,
Tanjiro Kamado sets out on a dangerous
journey to find a way to save his sister
and avenge his family.

This LThis Land is Our Land is Our Land : theand : the
HHististory oory of Americanf American
ImmigrImmigrationation
by Linda Barrett Osborne
A history of how immigration has shaped
America explores the policies and
responses to immigrant groups have

evolved in the country, with a look at today's landsape.

She, MyselfShe, Myself, and I, and I
by Emma Young
After an experimental brain transplant
gives quadriplegic Rosa a new life, she
begins to obsess over Sylvia, her donor,
prompting a road trip of self-discovery
and a surprising new romance.

AshlorAshlordsds
by Scott Reintgen
Alchemists Imelda, Adrian, and Pippa
reach for their dreams of glory riding
phoenix horses at The Races, the modern
spectacle that has replaced warfare within
their empire.
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